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CHAPTER 01 Theorem

1.1 Biophilia and the Human Condition

Rationale
The world’s response to working and learning from home in
the wake of the coronavirus pandemic exemplified a shift in the
programmatic function of our spaces at a scale never before
seen in history. One weekend in early March, Atlanta transformed
from a city infamous for its traffic into a ghost town, where roads
were so open a person could walk into the middle of Interstate
20 without being struck by a car. Telecommuting and virtual
learning proved to be more feasible mediums for work and
education than previously thought possible.
With this shift in the traditional educational setting, one’s
residence may now function as a living environment and a
facility for higher education. In American culture, the education
setting is a big part of students’ social lives. If people are not
interacting with their classmates in person, how are they fulfilling
their need for social activity? This void must be filled by spaces
designed to facilitate community within residential communities.
The focus of this thesis interrogates social behaviors of people
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Bio-based Design
crossing paths in a residential space and designing to facilitate
their connection to each other and the environment around them.
The function of the workplace and living space are blending. Both
actions can now take place within the same space for a wider
range of individuals.
This impacts our biological need to socialize and connect to the
outside world. No living being is designed to thrive staring at a
computer screen surrounded by dry wall. If we are not connected
through the same facilities as before, be it an office, a classroom,
dining hall, or coffee shop, we must design the spaces we spend
the most time in to meet our physiological and psychological need
to connect to nature.

Design focusing on the
integration of a Bio-based
framework will enhance human
connection to nature and
stimulate well-being.

Figure 1.1.1

Figure 1.1.2

Biophilia

Biomimcry

Biophilia defines the natural desire to interact with other forms
of life. It is a biological need to interact with nature on an
intimate and spiritual level. The term was first used by German
social psychologist Erich Fromm to describe attraction to all
that is life and vital.1 Later, American biologist Edward Osborne
Wilson used the term biophilia to describe the urge to affiliate
with other forms of life.2 Wilson, along with Stephen Kellert,
authored The Biophilia Hypothesis, popularizing the philosophy
that humans have a hard-wired tendency to seek out other forms
of life.3 An example supporting this hypothesis are the many
expeditions NASA has made to outer space to conduct research
on the presence of life on Mars or the moon. The human need
to seek out other forms of life has outweighed the tedious and
extremely costly process to send anything into space. Biophilia,
as a concept, transcends our current habitat.

Biomimcry is the application of systems found existing in
nature to solve human problems. Rather than create complex
machines comprised of synthetic materials or emit toxins into
our environment, biomimicry seeks to learn from our “biological
elders”4 who have spent 3.8 billion years researching and adapting
to the needs in their environment. Janine Benyus and the Bioneers
apply biomimetic practices to solve human problems, developing
regenerative solutions to human needs rather than extractive
solutions. A compilation of work from the Bioneers found in Nature’s
Operating Instructions presents curated works illustrating solutions
to ecological problems in relatively low-tech ways while other
excerpts highlight the human role within a healthy ecosystem. The
Center for Biologically Inspired Design and other research institutes
have studied swarm logic of creatures such as termites and ants,
analyzing the complex social structures and functions which
maintain colony homeostasis.

Bio-based design is the
integration of building
systems to form mutualistic
relationships between the
building, the occupant, and
the environment. It prioritizes
systems-thinking over machinethinking through a biophilic
and biomimetic lens.
11

Connection

Figure 1.1.3 | Califronia Academy of Sciences

Figure 1.1.4 | Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, 1943

What IS Connection with Nature?

What IS Connection with Others?

The Contrarian Philosophy

A connection with nature extends beyond a view of a tree or
a field through a window. Neither is it placing a few house
plants in a poorly lit office constructed of red list materials.
A connection with nature in the built environment comes
from the design of a building’s form to maximize daylighting,
the application of passive systems like heating, cooling, and
ventilation, using materials which help reinforce our natural
desire to interact with other forms of life, and integrating
building systems which serve to better the environment.

Humans are social beings. While studies have proven this, it
does not take a professional psychologist to tell us that when
we are isolated from others our mental health suffers. This is
why solitary confinement is used as punishment for inmates
serving time. A sense of love and belonging through friendship,
intimacy, and relationships to family of one’s perceived family
play a critical role in the ability for someone to reach their fullest
potential as theorized in Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. When we
are unable to connect and spend time with others, our mental
health suffers.

Biophilic and biomimetic thinking fall into another philosophy:
Biocentrism. Biocentrism is the belief that humans are a part
of nature and are equal to other living things. This is an ethical
view, as it pertains to the idea that the rights and needs of
humans are not more important than other life.

As the environment of higher education moves into the digital
space, we lose a primary place to participate in the lives of
others and connect to those around us. While we continue
to learn and work from home, the residential spaces we now
inhabit for more time must be designed in such a way to
supplement community and build better relationships between
residents.
12

Anthropocentrism

Figure 1.1.5 | Ego-Eco Diagram

Figure 1.1.6 | Types of Ethics

For individuals, a shift from anthropocentrism begins within the
living space. The formulation of space must connect humans to
nature in a way the reintroduces the fact that simply by existing
we are a part nature, not experiencing nature as a spectator.

Anthropocentrism, however, is the idea that the needs and
wants of humans outweigh those of other living things.5 It
places humans at the top of the food chain, and does not
regard the impact humans can have on the environments we
inhabit. Anthropocentric thinking contributed and continues to
worsen the global environmental crisis.6 As humans developed
newer, cheaper ways to produce goods there came substantial
impacts to the environment. Extreme amounts of greenhouse
gas emissions, pollution, and the depletion of natural resources
at an alarming rate. The anthropocentric ideology is one that will
eventually destroy the planet.
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1.2 Systems Seeking Greater Bio-based Design

Nature in the Space
Visual Connection with Nature
Non-Rhythmic Sensory Stimuly
Thermal Airflow + Variability
Presence of Water
Dynamic + Diffuse Light
Connection with Natural Systems

Natural Analogues
Biomorphic Forms + Patterns
Material Connection with Nature
Complexity + Order

Nature of the Space
Prospect
Refuge
Mystery
Risk/Peril

Figure 1.2.1

14 Patterns of Biophilic Design
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Figure 1.2.2 | UN SDGs

Biophilia has been proven to reduce stress, improve mental
performance, and even help heal sickness.1 Stephen Kellert
developed a set of patterns which can be divided into three
sections of how biophilia is inherent and how it can be identified
and implemented in the creation of space as defined by William
Browning and Jenifer Seal-Cramer.

Natural Analogues relate to non-living evocations to nature2 like
form, space, and order. The form and order of space and the overall
composition of dwelling to program to building to site is prioritized
in this thesis, focusing on those patterns that are most influential
in the development of a space organized in a way that mimics the
natural order of space and way-finding.

Nature in the Space relates to the direct application and
experience of physical presence of nature in a space. The
patterns in this section, a majority of them, are elements which
are experienced through the human senses. Of these seven, six
of the patterns fulfill the biophilic connections needed within an
educational residential setting. Non-Rhythmic Sensory Stimuli
is excluded due to the implication that an excess of irregular
sensory stimuli could become a distraction in a focused learning
environment.

Nature of the Space pertains to the spatial configuration of nature
and the desire to see beyond our immediate surroundings and
environment.3 As humans are drawn to the unknown, creating
spaces which seek to excite yet offer a sense of security is
important for our connection to our natural instincts of discovery.
For the educational and residential setting, the only pattern from
this section of focus is refuge, and the role of the dwelling as an
intimate space for the individual.

Figure 1.2.3 | UN SDGs through a bio-based lens

United Nations 17 Sustainable Development Goals
The 17 Sustainable Development Goals of the U.N. are the heart
of the 2030 agenda for sustainable development.4 These goals
are an urgent call to action for countries to set actions to reach
these goals or make substantial progress towards these goals by
2030. These goals come from almost 30 years of global summits
creating partnerships for sustainable development in an effort to
“improve human lives and protect the environment.”5

development goals will bring about the fourth goal of quality
education through Bio-based design in higher education.

Many of these goals are attainable through interventions in
the formulation of space. Designing for health should always
be a priority for any project of any scale. Designing for
health and well-being is an overarching result of other goals
being implemented through a Bio-based lens. Responsible
consumption and production, affordable and clean energy, clean
water and sanitation, life on land, life below water and climate
action are all development goals which can be designed into
residential spaces of higher education. The application of these
17

Place
Ecology of Place
Urban Agriculture
Habitat Exchange
Human Scaled Living

Water
Responsible Water Use
Net Positive Water

Energy
Energy + Carbon Reduction
Net Positive Energy

Living Futures Standards
The summary matrix of the Living Building Challenge consists
of 20 imperatives for sustainable design grouped into seven
petals.6 Based on the elements curated from the 14 patterns
and Sustainable Development Goals, 13 of the imperatives
were filtered through the Bio-based lens of housing and higher
education to narrow the focus of the petals. Since the typology
of housing is the focused typology of study, Habitat Exchange
is drawn from the Place petal. All of the Water, Energy, and
Health and Happiness petal imperatives apply to the Bio-based
focus of the project. Imperatives drawn from the Materials
petal will define responsible sourcing and material selection.
For the Equity petal, Access is being investigated in relation to
the project’s connectivity to its surrounding context, including
transit systems. Both imperatives of the Beauty petal are foci of
this thesis.
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Health + Happiness
Healthy Interior Environment
Healthy Interior Performance
Access to Nature

Materials
Responsible Materials
Red List
Responsible Sourcing
Living Economy Sourcing
Net Positive Waste

Rubric for Bio-based Design Performance

Beauty
Beauty + Biophilia
Education + Inspiration

High

Resources

R1
R2
R3

Equity
Universal Access
Inclusion

Water
Energy
Materials

Equity + Beauty

EB1
EB2
EB3
EB4
Figure 1.2.4

Education
Form + Order
Beauty + Biophilia

Each group consists of criteria for implementation to create
space where the relationship between the building, occupant,
and environment is mutualistic, promoting the well-being of all
three as each are an equally important part of the formation and
use of space in the environment.
These four keys and their 14 components are imperative to future
design to develop strong connections between the three core
lenses of design to create healthy, lasting spaces for ourselves
and the environment. High and medium performance is the
standard for a building focused on successful integration of Biobased design.

Some water collection or
treatment

Little or no design for
water cycle

Net positive energy use;
on-site energy production

Net zero or low energy use; onsite energy production

Little or no use of energy
efficient methods

Responsible sourcing; reinforce Some responsible materials; less
sensory connection to nature
sensory connection to nature

No consideration of the
impact of materials

Provides systems/settings to
educate occupants

Sustainable systems, but does
not educate the occupant

Does not inform
occupant on space

Formalizes the nature of space
to prospect/refuge

Organizes program, but
interstitial spaces do not flow

No regard to way-finding
or space to occupant

Biophilic elements to reinforce Interior given less priority to visual Little or no Biophilic
visual connection to nature
connection than exterior
integration

Climate Action

Benefits environment rather
than hurt or be neutral

Design and construction reduce
CO2 footprint

No address to building’s
environmental impact

Thermal + Airflow Variability

Prioritize passive ventilation
over mechanical systems

Passive ventilation is designed
but not as effective on site

Mechanical systems
primarily used

Responsible Consumption +
Production

Reduce individual amenities;
economical use of electricity

Some shared common areas
reduce facilities

Individual resources for
each program/ occupant

Indoor/outdoor, visual/nonvisual connections to nature

Some connection to nature,
mostly visual or outdoor

No connection of the
occupant to nature

Health

H1
H2
H3
H4

Integrated water
treatment system

Within an urban environment, but Remote; not accessible
not connected to transit
without personal vehicles

Integrated Connection to Nature S1
Stephen Kellert’s 14 principles of biophilic design can be joined
with elements from the LBC and SDGs to form 4 key groups:
Resources, Equity and Beauty, Systems, and Health.

Low

Connected to transit systems
and surrounding community

Accessibility

Systems

S2
S3

Medium

Access to Nature
Dynamic + Diffuse Light

Daylighting factored into
Daylight factored into design, but The sun is not a design
building form; use of electricity occupants experience discomfort factor

Biomorphic Forms + Patterns

Derives from examples in
Concept derives from nature, but No connection to natural
nature to best fit needs/wants with loose application
precedents

Healthy Interior Environment
+ Performance

Healthy materials used; no Sick Space’s basic environment does
not help or harm occupant
Building Syndrome

Harms occupant; causes
Sick Building Syndrome
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CHAPTER 02 Bio-based Performance

2.1 Sidwell Friends School

Washington D.C.

Figure 2.1.1 | Performance Landscape Colorized by author.

R1
R2
R3
EB1
EB2
EB3
EB4
S1
S2
S3
H1
H2
H3
H4

Water
Energy
Materials
Education
Form + Order
Beauty +
Biophilia
Accessibility
Climate Action
Thermal Airflow
+ Variability
Responsible
Consumption +
Production

Access to
Nature
Dynamic +
Diffuse Light

Biomorphic
Forms + Patterns
Healthy Interior
Environment +
Performance

Figure 2.1.2 | Water System Colorized by author.

Figure 2.1.3 | On-Site Water Cycle.

Figure 2.1.4 | Facade Materiality Colorized by author.

Case Study
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The master plan for Sidwell Friends School in Washington DC
featured an awkward building site and undersized building
for Stewart Middle School. In the renovation the building itself
received a 39,000 square foot expansion to meet its demand
for more space. Kieran Timberlake used Quaker principles of
stewardship, sufficiency, and simplicity to develop a school
that “transformed an outdated facility into an interior and
exterior teaching landscape that educates students about the
environment.”

The building-occupant-environment relationship is well
demonstrated to students through curriculum designed to
educate them on all levels, from material use in the building to
the importance of the individual impact each student has on the
reduction of their carbon footprint. Students have personal, handson experience with sustainable and environmentally responsible
practices like the green roofs and vegetated gardens, the role of
the wetlands, and how the photovoltaic panels help generate a
portion of the building’s electricity.

To be a teaching landscape, education must reach outside the
four walls of a classroom to the areas on and around the building
itself. This was achieved with green roofs and an extensive
landscaping element that collects, reuses, and treats water on
site, using 93% less water than other schools. An understanding
and better control of resources provides a “demonstration of
responsible energy use to students.”

Passive ventilation in the project can operate without additional
energy such as energy-intensive systems. The system operates
via solar chimneys, where the air at the top creates a convection
current which draws cooler air into the building through northfacing windows. This is implemented as an educational tool
through the use of wind chimes. As the air moves through the
chimneys, the sound, allows education to take place through non-

visual sensory stimuli.

R1 Water

The operation of the building as a whole has sparked
environmental change throughout the community and engaged
students to make a connection between themselves, the
building’s systems, and the world outside the building, following
the Quaker principles.

The school’s largest accomplishment in its redevelopment
and expansion is the extensive landscaping work done to treat
water through the natural cycle using constructed wetlands and
water collection. Wastewater is treated underground through
the natural processes of the soil. As this process uses the literal
elements of the earth and its landscaping to treat wastewater,
it is a Biophilic system more than a Biomimetic one. Rather than
imitate nature, the designers applied specific natural processes
to the site. Storm water is collected from the building runoff
and directed to retention ponds to undergo more treatment
process.

cistern that acts to regulate the amount of water in the pond.
During dry weather, the cistern release water into the pond, and
during heavier rains, the water is released into the soil and is
naturally filtered.
The use of vegetation as a method for water filtration allows the
water to be treated underground, which lets students safely
interact with the system and learn how we can interact with water
in a positive way within our environment.
The use of this treatment systems boasts a 93% reduction in water
usage compared to other school buildings. This is a significant
number, and if applied to future buildings and site renovations,
could combat our currently overabundant use of clean water.

R3 Materials
The facade of the building was sourced from reclaimed cedar
and acts as a biological skin, shedding rain water and shading
the interior of the building through the specific configuration of
the shading fins. The configuration also aids in the movement
of air through the building, providing a system for passive
ventilation. With the fabrication of the facade, the wood was
sourced from salvaged fermentation barrels and fabricated off
site to expedite the construction time. Thermal comfort and
lighting were key elements in the formation of the new skin.

The vegetation of the site allows for storm water to infiltrate the
soil and naturally filters the water as it flows to the rain garden
and pond. The pond works in tandem with an underground
25

Figure 2.1.5 | Interior Classroom Diagram by author.

Figure 2.1.7 | Facade Materiality Colorized by author.

Figure 2.1.8 | Rooftop Garden Diagram by author.

EB1 Education

S2 Thermal Airflow + Variability

S3 Responsible Consumption + Production

H1 Access to Nature

As a school, the building’s systems and materials are integrated
into the curriculum. Students learn about the water cycle with
hands-on interaction with the constructed wetlands.

Solar chimneys facilitate passive ventilation through the building.
Air is drawn into the building through north-facing windows and
circulates up and out the top of the chimneys as a convection
current.

The water treatment and storage system at the school reduces
its water consumption by 93%. The curriculum educated
students on each person’s role in reducing the overall carbon
footprint of the area.

The system of passive ventilation is applied as an educational tool
with the use of wind chimes in the chimneys, which produce sound
when air is flowing through them. This application strengthens a
non-visual connection with nature by using auditory cues to signal
the activation of the ventilation system.

The facade of the school is an excellent example of responsible
sourcing, using recycled fermentation barrels which are a high
grade material that can withstand moisture and sun exposure.

Students have many visual connections to nature on campus.
The constructed wetlands act as a sort of protected courtyard
and a facility to learn about the water cycle and dwell within
it. The use of terraced vegetation keeps the water beneath the
soil as is moves through the treatment process by filtering out
contaminants through the plants’ root systems, making it safe for
students to walk about the area. The rain pond meets the criteria
found in almost all building standards for a presence of water.
The green roof gives students another area with a connection to
nature through vegetation.

The roof of the expansion building houses the solar chimneys
used for ventilation and a rooftop garden for teaching about
agriculture and ecology.
The building’s systems are displayed on monitors, allowing
students to see and analyze real-time data about how the
building’s performance affects the environment. Students are
able to observe the physical impact of the building’s systems
and its relationship to human comfort for themselves as they
occupy the space.
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Figure 2.1.6 | Air Flow Colorized by author.

Using solar chimneys cuts down on the use of energy intensive
mechanical systems.

Figure 2.1.9 | Educational Landscape.

and that which comes from nature. The play of light that takes
place through the facade is another visual connection to nature
influenced by man made interventions.
Non-visual connections to nature are present as occupants can feel
the air circulating from the open windows to the solar chimneys
and then hear the movement of air through the wind chimes.

Figure 2.1.10 | Daylighting Colorized by author.

H2 Dynamic + Diffuse Light
The facade is designed to shield the interior from sunlight
based on orientation and time of year. It is able to “selectively
admit and reject the environment based upon the needs of the
inhabitants.”8 Shading systems are in place on the exterior and
interior of the building to provide coverage best suited for the
position of the sun relative to the orientation of the building.

The facade of the building acts as another visual connection
to nature. While the salvaged wood is no longer in its “most
natural” form as a live tree, it is a sustainably sourced natural
material and fulfills our biophilic need to be close to nature
27

Resources

Systems

Health
S3 H1

H2

R1

R3

EB1

S2

Conservation
On-site collection
On-site treatment

Responsible sourcing
Optimization
Building lifecycle

Material and systems curriculum
Daily interaction and experience
Hands-on interaction in environment

Passive ventilation
Efficient use of water
Non-visual connection Impact on Environment
Reduced mechanical
Reduced mechanical

Visual connection to nature Use of daylighting
Non-visual connection
Quality of light
Interaction with wetland
Facade treatment

Wind chimes in the
chimneys create
auditory cues
informing students
of air circulation.

Wind chimes in the
chimneys create
auditory cues
informing students
of air circulation.

Performative
landscape for water
treatment and
storage on site.
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Equity + Beauty

Recycled materials
used for the facade
optimize daylight
and air flow in the
classrooms.

The landscape
provides interaction
with nature and
education on the
water cycle.

The green roof holds
vegetable planters for
use and allows students
the ability to interact
with the chimneys.

Solar panels on
the roof produce
energy for use in
the building.

2.2 Eden Hall Campus

Pittsburgh, PA

Figure 2.2.1 | Eden Hall Campus Colorized by author.

R1
R2
R3
EB1
EB2
EB3
EB4
S1
S2
S3
H1
H2
H3
H4

Water
Energy
Materials
Education
Form + Order
Beauty +
Biophilia
Accessibility
Climate Action
Thermal Airflow
+ Variability
Responsible
Consumption +
Production

Access to
Nature
Dynamic +
Diffuse Light

Biomorphic
Forms + Patterns
Healthy Interior
Environment +
Performance

Figure 2.2.2 | Field Lab Colorized by author.

Figure 2.2.3 | Energy Production Colorized by author.

Figure 2.2.4 | Beauty + Biophilia Colorized by author.

Case Study

Proud to call itself the world’s first university campus designed
to be a showcase for sustainable solutions, the Eden Hall
Campus serves faculty, students, and the community as an
educational facility offering a hands-on approach developing
sustainable practices. The administration is designed to facilitate
collaboration and learning and inspire the community.

Water management is integrated through the campus.
Landscaping is thought out to aid the flow of rain water into
the soil, while rain water is also treated and used for irrigation.
Wastewater is treated on site through a six step process that
implements biomimetic characteristics to filter and clean water as
nature does.3

Five key elements showcased in the campus’s design are:
Energy, Water, Food and Agriculture, Air Quality and Climate,
and Natural Built Systems.

The campus educates students through a demonstration garden,
greenhouses, and organic farm which produce food year-round
and allow for the exploration of relationships between people, the
environment, and food in its agricultural practices. Understanding
the relationships between environmental factors and food
production is critical to combat the impacts of climate change
while providing food for the global population.

Over 400 solar panels create 126,000 kilowatt hours annually,
the excess of which is fed back into the public grid.2 Real-time
analysis takes place to determine what works and what doesn’t
in the relationship between energy consumption and day-to-day
life.
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Eden Hall has its own weather station to record environmental data
on solar radiation, air temperature, precipitation, wind speed and

direction, and leaf wetness.4 Learning from these factors are key
to developing the right human interventions to benefit from the
environmental conditions in the given environment rather than
working against it.
As a demonstration site, Eden Hall models a variety of building
standards, energy management techniques, and ways of
sustainable living.5 Buildings are constructed to LEED Platinum
standards. Future buildings will be built to Living Building
Challenge standards, which monitor the success of a building’s
sustainable and environmental impact even after the building is
constructed and occupied.6
The campus has educational, community outreach/public, and
residential spaces which all aim to be a showcase of the future of
sustainable environmental design.

R1 Water
An aquaculture lab on campus houses a 1500 gallon freshwater
system, and a smaller freshwater system. Effluent, rainwater, and
city potable water treatment systems are subjects studied in the
field labs. Rainwater is collected and reused throughout other
sections of the campus. Constructed wetlands and landscaping
on campus is engineered to conserve water. The future Eco
Center will house water conserving features, using rain gardens
for water and real-time water management display.

R2 Energy
Solar panels located on Orchard Hall, the Field Lab, and
Arrival Court are used to feed the energy loop for the campus.
Buildings on campus use geothermal heating and passive

ventilation to reduce the use of mechanical systems. Building
systems use high-efficiency mechanical, heat recovery and lighting
to reduce the energy needed to operate building functions.
The entire campus functions to be energy positive, using energy
monitoring displays to track the use of energy through the
buildings in real-time to assess methods of efficiency.

R3 Materials
Natural materials are integrated throughout the entire campus, with
a heavy application of wood exterior and interior finishes. Pervious
pavements help the water flow to the soil rather than run along
non-pervious passages and collect in areas where water is less able
to absorb into the soil.

EB1 Education
The entire is campus is designed to showcase a hands-on
educational approach for developing sustainable practices.

EB2 Form + Order
The campus is layed out to cycle water and energy through the
buildings. Individual buildings are designed to optimize air flow,
daylighting, and solar panel orientation.

EB3 Beauty + Biophilia
Located in a rural environment, there is a strong visual
connection to nature, and biophilic integration to interiors
through material application and sustainable education.
33

Figure 2.2.5 | Facade Materiality Colorized by author.

Figure 2.2.7 | Residence Hall Colorized by author.

Figure 2.2.8 | High Tunnel Colorized by author.

Figure 2.2.9 | Farm-to-Table Colorized by author.

Figure 2.2.10 | Daylighting Diagram by author.

S1 Climate Action

S2 Thermal Airflow + Variability

S3 Responsible Consumption + Production

H1 Access to Nature

H2 Dynamic + Diffuse Light

H4 Healthy Interior Environment + Performance

Integration of net positive energy and water conservation work
to combat climate change through sustainable design. The
campus is a showcase of what is possible for other campuses.
The campus cycles its own water and energy, produces its
own food, and treats water through natural systems using
biomimetics. All systems on the campus work together to
regulate an environment with as little environmental foot print as
possible.

Buildings on campus use geothermal heating to bring warmth
to spaces even in the snowy winter months. This is especially
important for the High Tunnel, as control over the thermal quality
of the environment allows for an extended growing season of
crops. Passive ventilation is used to cool spaces with reduced
dependence on energy intensive systems.

Landscaping directs and conserves water. Digital displays
monitor the energy usage of the campus to determine efficiency.
The food served in the Center’s kitchen is produced in the farm
on campus.

Access to nature is present in a visual and non-visual context.
The rural location of the campus and integration of the
landscaping of the campus as part of a sustainable system
as well as the use of natural materials like wood to clad and
furnish buildings provide visual connections to nature. The first
observation of a connection with nature is the visual, which
is constantly reinforced by the blanket of green covering the
campus.

Almost the entire campus is naturally daylit. Tall curtain walls and
skylights bring natural light into the space. Using daylighting
strategies allows buildings to be used without artificial lighting
during the day, reducing the amount of energy needed to light the
buildings during the day.

Aversion to red list materials combats the presence of Sick
Building Syndrome. Buildings on the campus are designed with
priority to light and air for bright spaces with natural materials
with ventilation. Systems are left uncovered, instead showing
how the building performs and reducing the cost to cover up
such systems.

Programming with the community allows for those outside the
college to be educated on sustainable practices.
The Center’s kitchen utilizes produce grown on site, following
the farm-to-table principle.
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Figure 2.2.6 | Field Lab Interior Colorized by author.

Educational buildings such as the field lab open up to the
surrounding context, allowing for natural ventilation and blending
the threshold from interior and exterior environments.

Solar panels placed on Orchard Residence Hall play a double
role, acting as shading for the southern windows of the
residence hall and generating electricity that cycles back into
the campus. All excess energy produced from the campus is
sent to the grid for the city.

Non-visual connections around the campus includes auditory
stimuli from flora and fauna, physical stimuli from handson agricultural and aquacultural production, and more
proprioceptive stimuli from the organization of space relative to
the body which is influenced by light and air.

Different environments utilize different qualities of light. While
the field house is lit from large windows on the facades, the High
Tunnel is lit through translucent material, creating an atmosphere of
diffused light.

Building performance is monitored and displayed for educational
and research purposes, so the performance of the entire campus
is constantly being improved based on feedback from the
monitoring of the systems and their implementation.
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Resources

EB2

Systems
S1

S2

Health

R1

R2

EB1

Conservation
On-site collection
On-site treatment

Conservation
On-site production
Optimized forms

Performance analysis Site orientation
Net positive energy Passive ventilation
Visual connection
Use of daylighting
Exposed systems
Program orientation Net positive water Geothermal use
Non-visual connection Quality of light
Hands-on interaction Integrated systems Farm-to-table
Reduced mechanical Flora/fauna
Less artificial light

H1

H2

R3

EB3

S3

H4

Sourcing
Visual + tactile experience
Maintenance over time

Visual connection to nature
Biophilic integration of systems
Use of natural materials

Multi-functional building elements
Sourcing
On-site energy production

No red list materials
Priority to light and air
Monitored building performance

The Barrazone Center
uses biophilia and
passive systems to
create an environment
connected to nature.

Passive ventilation
connects students
to their environment
while working with
the water and energy
cycles on campus.

The Barrazone Center
uses daylight to
illuminate most of
the building, with
artificially lit spaces
pushed to the center.

Water cycles to
the field house
for aquaponics
treatment.
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Equity + Beauty

Solar production on
rooftops for use on
the campus.

The amphitheater is
cut into the landscape
and allows for
programs interacting
with the surrounding
community.

The Barrazone Center’s
kitchen features food
grown on campus.

High Tunnel is a
green house for food
production to be
consumed through
the Barrazone Center
kitchen.

2.3 Brookside Apartments

Kingston, RI

Figure 2.3.1 | Brookside Apartments.
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Figure 2.3.2 | Site Plan Colorized by author.

Figure 2.3.3 | Public Courtyard Colorized by author.

Case Study

University of Rhode Island’s new 500 bed complex is designed
to “encourage connection among students, facilitate learning in
comfortable, small study areas, help students learn life skills...
and emphasizes the importance of green spaces and sustainable
transport options.”
The complex houses upper year students and aims to help
transition them from college to full adult life through a coliving environment designed to meet their needs. The project
includes an expansion of the bike path to the Kingston campus,
connecting the new residence to small villages along the way.
The program includes exterior courtyards for socializing outside
of one’s individual apartment, a cafe, study areas, and apartment
units that house 4 to 6 occupants with fully furnished rooms and
a full kitchen shared among the occupants.
The building is sited with respect to the historic stream bed
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and orients the living spaces to receive either bright morning or
evening sunlight. The form of the building turns inward, creating
a sense of refuge for the northern, more private courtyard for
residents. The small change in form helps break up the rhythm of
the hallway in the dwelling unit section of the program, disrupting
the long repetitive hallway by cutting off the view of the vanishing
point for the occupant.
The multiple exterior courtyards and proximity to water help
reinforce visual and non-visual connections to nature. Large curtain
walls bring light into common areas and provide views to the
outside environment.

EB1 Education
Of the complex’s two courtyards, the northern courtyard
is private and serves as a teaching area for residents. The
building’s program includes a teaching kitchen to help students
learn how to prepare healthy food.

EB2 Form + Order
The form of the two bars of the building shelter the two
courtyards and create the feeling of enclosed space, meeting
our biological desire for refuge. The building is oriented on site
with respect to the historic stream bed. The orientation of the
building and dwelling units also respects the need for natural
daylight, providing each unit with either bright morning or
eventing sun.

Program is organized in the building to separate active community
areas from more private, individual areas such as dwelling units.
This keeps louder activities from disrupting other residents sleep or
focused study and working session.

EB4 Accessibility
Every element of Brookside “emphasizes the importance of our
green spaces and sustainable transportation options.” The project
coincides with a 2-mile extension to provide direct access to the
university’s Kingston campus. The new path connects Brookside
with the Kingston campus through a few local villages.

H1 Access to Nature
The project has a strong visual connection to nature through the
use of courtyards and the proximity of the green spaces and bike
path. The surrounding exterior lounge spaces allow students
access to natural elements like the stream bed while in their
dwelling space.

H2 Dynamic + Diffuse Light
The building’s orientation to the sun gives every unit access to
natural daylight either in the morning or evening. This attention
to siting strategy benefits the occupant by regulating the
circadian rhythm and facilitating the production of vitamin D to
improve mood.
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Equity + Beauty
4 bedroom unit composition

6 bedroom unit composition

Equity + Beauty

Equity + Beauty

Health

EB1

EB2

EB4

H2

Community areas of study
Private educational courtyard
Demonstration areas in program

Orientation to site
Orientation to program
Biophilic concept of refuge

Pedestrian circulation
Bicycle circulation
Connection to neighboring areas

Aid circadian rhythm
Curtain walls for well lit spaces

Figure 2.3.7

Figure 2.3.2

Figure 2.3.8

Figure 2.3.9

Kitchen/Living Room
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Amenities
Figure 2.3.4 | Four Person Living Unit
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Figure 2.3.5 | Six Person Living Unit
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Residential courtyard
offers educational
programs like
cooking classes and
study areas.

Interaction with the
historic stream bed
serves as access
to nature and
education on the
local water cycle.

Double-loaded
corridors fold to
create boundaries
for semi-protected
courtyards.

Site orientation to
historic stream bed
and local streets.

Bike path
connecting the
community with
near-by villages and
the main campus.

sun

Building orientation
accommodates direct access
to daylight for all residents at
least once a day: either in the
morning or evening.

Community functions
Individual/ small group functions
Vertical circulation
Figure 2.3.6 | Floor Plan Colorized by author.
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2.4 Hornet Village Suites
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Marietta, GA

Figure 2.4.1 | Hornet Village Suites.
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Figure 2.4.2 | Dusk Approach.

Figure 2.4.3 | Hornet Village First Floor by author.

Figure 2.4.4 | “Never Ending Hallway”

Case Study

The 2 buildings that make up Hornet Village Suites at Kennesaw
State University house around 600 students. As part of a major
expansion for the campus, the community meets the growing
need for on campus first-year housing for the university and now
accounts for one-third of all housing for the Marietta campus.
The suites sit in the existing topography with terracing into
the north sides of the buildings. The ground floor hold half
the number of rooms as the upper floors due to the site. On
the interior of the buildings’ ‘L’ shape local vegetation is used
to buffer between the pedestrian walkway and the first floor
bedroom windows which face it. They also help manage water
around the buildings and send runoff to a retention pond to the
south west of the complex.
Every floor has communal lounge areas for occupants to
socialize or study. Open and enclosed study and lounge areas
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alternate on different floors and are located in the crook of the ‘L.’
The location of these lounges are at high traffic areas, facilitating
conversation and interactions between residents. However,
the central location of such social areas and the poor acoustic
conditioning of the building also causes these lounges to be the
source of disturbance.
As time has passed since the buildings’ completion in 2010,
the building has settled. Floors on upper levels are uneven as
the structure shifts. In the 200 building, the fourth floor can be
observed with a slight tilt as one looks down the 150-foot hallway.
The plumbing in the building now breaks, causing water intrusions
and the sudden relocation of residents to alternative housing. As
the building settles, the pipes shift past their threshold.
There is no connection to nature from inside the building. Other
than views of the campus green or forest, there is no internal visual

or non-visual connection to nature. Around one-quarter of the
occupants have a view of a parking lot from their bedroom.

H1 Access to Nature

The project received LEED Silver Certification for meeting
environmental and energy requirements.

Vegetation on the northeast sides of the complex create a
promenade to the buildings’ entries and buffer the first floor
bedrooms from the view of the pedestrian walkway.
A half of the westernmost building overlooks the parking lot
large enough to house the vehicles for a 600 bed complex.
Inside the residence halls, there is no view out of the building
except for the very tip of the ‘L’ shape where the fire stairs are
located.
The lights in the hallways are always on. There is no way to
discern what time it is from one’s surroundings in the hallways.
This can impact the circadian rhythm of occupants who rarely
leave the building. Such in the case of virtually learning.

EB2 Form + Order
The configuration of the residence halls is a monotonous linear bar
with a right angle turn. This form does little to break the rhythm of
the series of doors. The only indication of procession in the space
are the numbers on the unit doors. Way-finding in the building is
difficult to naturally discern. The repetitive nature of the halls and
their lack of distinction from one area to the next, from one floor to
the next has a hypnotic quality.
The above image was taken by the author, but there are no visual
connections to nature that allow one to determine what the
environment outside could be or what time the photo was taken.
The image on the top right is composed in an almost identical
perspective and appropriately titled “Never Ending Hallway.” These
images were curated separately.

“It doesn’t feel like my room. It
just feels like a hotel.”
-Freshman HV resident (Architecture); 2016
-Freshman HV resident (Computer Science); 2020

Occupants with no sense of
ownership to a place will not
care for it.
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Program: Public to Private
Ground Floor

R1

First Floor

Resources

Uncontrolled humidity causes mold
to grow in dwelling units.

EB2

Equity + Beauty

Monotonous hallways fail to meet
the biophilic need for refuge.

Figure 2.4.8

S3

Systems

Improper installation and upkeep
costs more to repair in later years.

Figure 2.4.9

H2

Health

Nearly zero use of daylighting
Use of electric lighting at all hours
year-round

Figure 2.4.10

Figure 2.4.11

Community Lounges
Shared Amenities

Community Lounges

Private Common Area

Single Occupancy

Bedroom

Double Occupancy

Vertical circulation

Vertical circulation

Figure 2.4.5 | Plan Diagram by author.
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Figure 2.4.6 | Plan Diagram by author.

Figure 2.4.7 | Unit Plan Colorized by author.

Walking through
the space is a warm,
damp feeling in
warm and cool
months due to poor
ventilation trapping
moisture.

Getting lost in the
building is frequent
with identical floors,
signage, and one
monotonous, long
hallway.

Lighting the space
is almost exclusively
reliant on artificial
fixtures.

The building is
entirely mechanically
heated and cooled
per floor and
dwelling unit.

Large windows
outside of the
dwellings are
reserved for corner
lounges near egress
stairs.

Each hallway is
illuminated with a
series of rectangular
and circular lights at
fixed intervals with
no windows out of
the building.
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2.5 Typology

Timeline of Housing in the 20th Century
1906

Urban Housing Shortage

An increased need for housing
in urban areas leads to
“Rooming Houses,” cell like
units with shared amenities
organized around light an air.
The rooms were intended to
serve temporary renters, with
community spaces minimized
for maximum rent-able area for
profit.

J.J.P. Oud

Figure 2.5.1

Kiefhoek, Rotterdam

Extremely compact housing
units with minimal circulation
and no bathroom.

New Objectivity
1920-1930

Figure 2.5.3

1928

U.S. Residential High Rises
Urban Density
San Remo, New York

Figure 2.5.4

1949

1957

Suburbia

Figure 2.5.6

Figure 2.5.7

2000s

Large-Scale Estates with
Space Enclosing Structures

Dense urban cities grow
unpopular after WWII.
Levittown, Long Island

Micro Apartments

Increasing affordability by
decreasing individual amenities.
Studio apartments, multifunctional furnishings, and
shared functions like laundry
facilities aim to minimize the
square footage.

Ensuring the creation of
protected inner spaces in high
density areas.
Park Hill, Sheffield, UK

1930

Existenzminimum

1902

Post WWI

Specific criteria to create more
livable conditions established.
This develops along with the
concept of garden cities.

Many areas throughout Europe
look for the most efficient, low
cost way to house people after
the war as communities were
destroyed and economies weak.

Humane Housing Standards

Affordable Housing

Architects designing costeffective dwellings in the postwar era to address Germany’s
housing crisis with the minimally
acceptable floor plan,density,
access to fresh air and green
space, and connectivity to
transit.

1954

Low-Rise High-Density

Method to combat urban sprawl.
Halen Estate, Switzerland

Mies Van Der Rohe
Weissenhofsiedlung

Steel frame construction with
flexible floor plans

Figure 2.5.5

1976

Demographic Shift:
Diversification
Later and lower birthrates,
increased divorce rates, more
unmarried couples living
together. As social values
change, more diverse forms of
cohabitation emerge.

All housing changes based on
social and economic needs and
developments of the time.
-Post-War Climates
-Industrial Developments
-Economic Upturns/Downturns
-Social Values

Figure 2.5.2
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Figure 2.5.8 | Occupancy Data

Typology: Housing in areas for Higher Education
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Figure 2.5.9 | Renter Population Data

Housing has always been and always will be the most necessary
built environment we will ever produce. Throughout history,
the qualities deemed vital and sought after within residential
space has evolved. For decades people have left their homes
every morning to commute, sometimes for hours, to a job
they only have to pay for the house they are never in because
they are at their job. That paradigm is shifting. More people
are telecommuting to work and school. Online learning is now
offered for a larger number of higher education programs,
eliminating the need for students to attend in-person classes to
earn the degree that will establish their careers.

for students attending higher education institutions and young
professionals, typically age 18-26.

Our residential spaces were not designed to be live-work
typologies. They frequently do not offer enough space
or separation of program to facilitate a healthy learning
environment.
This project will focus on redefining the residential space

The housing environment which typically fosters human interaction
and community connection is evolving with the changes to virtual
learning, so the relationship of the programs within the space and
their connection to nature must also evolve.

The typology will implement the integration of a biophilic,
biomimetic framework to enhance human connection to nature,
stimulate well-being, and facilitate socialization of higher education
students within residential communities as the relationship
between living, learning, and working environments evolves. For
students, residential living is no longer a place for just eating,
sleeping, and studying. It is the lecture hall, the dining hall, and the
library.

Figure 2.5.10 | Housing Shortage Data

Housing is not keeping up
with enrollment changes in
many universities despite new
construction. -National Multifamily Housing Council
Residential learning is evolving.
The separation between the
classroom and the living unit is
becoming less distinct.

Figure 2.5.11 | GA Tech Campus Master Plan

The Residential Community as a Microcosm of the City
As key elements of a community are present at macro and
micro scales of developments, from residential complexes
to campuses to neighborhoods and cities, implementing a
framework for Bio-based design to stimulate health and wellbeing at the residential scale acts as a test bed for further
application to the larger community as a whole.
Not mass urban housing:
Housing focused on human connectivity to other occupants,
their urban environment, and their natural environment through
a Bio-based lens.

All critical elements of a city can be found in a campus community.
Housing
Education
Commercial
Dining
Office
Emergency Services
Sports
Community Centers

Figure 2.5.12 | Housing Complex Function

All critical elements of a city can be found in a mixed-use residential
community.
Housing
Education
Commercial
Dining
Office
Emergency Services
Sports
Community Centers
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CHAPTER 03 Research

3.1 Site Context
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Figure 3.1.3 | GA Tech Campus Master Plan Eco Commons.
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A History of Ecological Campus Development

Primarily serving as a research and education institution,
housing and other services have developed on the campus
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Georgia Tech joined the mission to combat the effects of climate
change. While a large research institution cannot be 100% carbon
neutral due to the fumes released through research experiments,
the Institute is doing what it can to help reach a more carbon
positive built environment. This includes energy production on site,
reduced energy consumption, sustainable and local sourcing for
building materials, and water management for the campus.
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The Campus Master Plan is a living document that analyzes the
campus conditions and future needs of the Institute and sets
guidelines for future campus development, including buildings with
LEED and the LBC sustainability standards.
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over time to meet the growing needs of the large university.
With this development, sustainable initiatives have addressed the
environmental impact a large institution can create.
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Ferst Drive

Georgia Tech has always been connected to the urban context
of the city and its environment. Streams used to surround and
run through the campus, but over time these were piped and
covered up to make room for infrastructure. As this happened,
we lost our connection to nature by literally burring natural
systems where we could not interact with them.
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The Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech) was founded
in 1885 and has played a major role in the transformation of the
south the from an agrarian community to an industrial economy.
The university’s history includes its role as a national leader in
teaching students from a perspective of transition, developing
real-world research, knowledge, and skills to improve
technology and the lives of people across the world.
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Georgia Institute of Technology: Sustainable Campus in the Southeast.
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Figure 3.1.1 | 1892 Aerial View of GA Tech Campus.
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Water and Energy Cycles
Accessibility Routes and Campus Green
Buildings
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On-Campus Water Cycle
Sun Path

Bio-based Application/Potential

R1
Storm water management, runoff collection, pervious surfaces,
and landscaping to filter water and reduce erosion.
R2
Photovoltaics around campus produce a percentage of the
energy consumed by the campus. Design to meet sustainable
and performative building standards even if certification is not
registered.
R3
Local materials and energy efficient materials.
EB1
Integrated systems showing building management and
environmental cause-and-effect.
EB2
Organization of campus functions creates order to a microcommunity.
EB3
Use of campus landscape, building orientation, and material
selection to create unified interior and exterior environments.
EB4
Connection to transit systems and means for energy efficient
transportation (pedestrian). Variable spaces for application to
programmatic demands.
S1
Make progress for the environment where it can, which is better
than no progress at all. In housing, carbon neutral is a feasible
standard since there is no need for fume hoods.
S2
Siting, window placement, and form development for chimney
application.
S3
Sustainably sourced local materials. In-house gardens for food
production. Recycling and composting centers.
H1
Green spaces and landscaping treat water and manage
circulation. Building materials with visual/tactile connections to
natural elements.
H2
Bright indirect light for interior spaces. Use of deciduous
vegetation to shade in summer and allow heat in winter.
H3
Flexible spaces that meet changing human conditions without
harming the environment.
H4
Building standards like LEED and LBC for interior environments.
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1: 8th Street
Directly next to two other housing communities, this area is a lot
already marked for future residential construction. The proximity
to other housing gives it needed services like dining within
walking distance.

Spring Street

A housing project with close proximity to the campus focusing
on Bio-based design to enhance human connection to nature
will serve as a prototype for future housing and the beneficial
impact it will have on both its inhabitants and the environment
while promoting connectivity to the campus and Midtown.
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One of the most significant updates to the campus Master Plan
is the Eco Commons, a performative landscape that processes
water for the entire campus. Water is stored in underground
cisterns and above ground ponds for treatment through facilities
or the use of native vegetation and circulates back into buildings
to flush toilets. Using green roofs and campus landscaping
to reduce water runoff into sewers by allowing water to be
absorbed into the ground directly and released into the
immediate environment helps stop erosion and flooding.
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2: 5th Street at Tech Plaza
Above the interstate East of the main campus, this area could
provide housing to a more remote part of campus. With the
development of the Midtown Cap project, this site could utilize
the green spaces or building developments coming to the area
in the future.
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5th Street Bridge and its adjacent plaza connects the Georgia
Tech Campus to Midtown. Stretching over Interstate 75/85,
the bridge is one of few access points connecting the East
and West sides of the city. Construction to expand the bridge
to create public plaza space and urban planters to block the
sights and sounds of the 17 lane interstate below began in 2004.
By connecting Technology Square to the main Georgia Tech
Campus, the bridge serves as a transitional point of connectivity
joining the campus to the more urban environment of Midtown
Atlanta.

Building over the interstate creates a blank urban slate for new
development where bio-based design can be implemented and
bring the ideas and applications of the Eco Commons to the rest
of Atlanta. Using methods already applied to the Eco Commons,
development along the Midtown Cap can act as a performative
landscape and further the benefits of capping the interstate.

McMillan St

East-West Section

Proximity to the Georgia Tech Campus and Eco Commons
influence the new urban area and the buildings on it to follow
the guidelines set in the Ecological framework for a bio-based
development.
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Figure 3.1.10 | Topography Data Context Layering by author.

North-South Section
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While there are bus routes servicing the area, there are also
shared lanes for cycling. Sidewalks connect the residential
area to the rest of campus and surrounding dining facilities.
By selecting a site near campus dining, the need to construct
individual kitchens or another dining facility is reduced.

4
96

45

9

As the current depth of the interstate at 5th Street make the
adjacent perimeter ideal for construction that spans over the
interstate, since a 17’ clearance is needed between the bottom
of the structure and the interstate lanes below.
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5th Street

The site is currently parking for the campus. South of the site is
the Woodruff Residence Hall and East of the site is the 8th Street
Apartment Complex. West of the site is Northside Drive, with
construction between the highway and the site. Water from the
site flows down 8th Street eastward to the Eco Commons.
The proximity of the 8th Street site to the Eco Commons is an
advantage to the application of sustainable program initiatives
which would allow the residents of this site to work with the
systems already taking place in the Eco Commons like storm
water management.
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3.2 Site Selection
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Figure 3.2.1 | Midtown Cap Proposal
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Optimum Project Site
The Midtown Cap Master Plan theorizes a project covering the
Interstate 75/85 connector through Atlanta from North Avenue
to 10th Street Bridge to unify to city with new urban space and
pedestrian paths along the highway’s expansion. “The project
would re-connect the east and west sides of Midtown(EB4),
improve traffic and safety(EB4), provide increased access for
walkers and bicyclists(EB4), and even offer environmental
benefits such as storm water retention(R1) and improved air
quality(S2).”

Proximity to the Georgia Tech Campus and Eco Commons influence
the new urban area and the buildings on it to follow the guidelines
set in the Ecological framework for a bio-based development.

The development is in a Special Interest Zoning area, allowing
for zoning to be revised to fit new typologies that come from
the plan’s development.

The site can make use of existing and planned water storage
and treatment systems(R1), create new spaces for connectivity
with access to nature(EB4,H1), and define a framework for
continued application as an integrated part of the Midtown Cap
Proposal(EB1,S1).

Using methods already applied to the Eco Commons,
developments along the Midtown Cap can act as a performative
landscape and further the benefits of capping the interstate.
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According to the U.S. DOT, freeways must have a vertical
clearance of 17+’ for signage and pedestrian overpasses. When
analyzing the I-75/85 connector through Midtown, areas meeting
this requirement while capping the interstate are realized.
However, a 17’ height does not travel the entire length of the
proposed Midtown Connector.

By selecting the 5th street bridge site to design a housing
community along the newly proposed urban space through a
bio-based lens focused on biomimicry and biophilia a strategy
is created to reinforce human connection to nature, social
connectivity, and well-being.

There are three areas where the interstate can be capped in
their existing conditions: 10th Street, 5th Street, and North
Avenue. A 5th Street cap has the most existing area for coverage
extending past the 5th street bridge and plaza, as well as the
most area for coverage if build-up is possible.

N

Building on the 5th Street cap is the most viable option for
connectivity, due to its relationship to the Georgia Tech campus
and potential for enhanced connectivity along the Midtown
Connector.
Figure 3.2.3
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Planter Build-up Depth Requirements
20-30’ Max.

5‘

23‘

3‘

15-20’ Max.
3’ - 8” 3.2.4
Figure

2”
1’ - 4”

2”

2”

7 @ 2”

South-bound Lanes

23‘

North-bound Lanes

5th
Street Bridge: Structure Spanning an Interstate
How Vegetation Impacts the Cap’s Structure
The beams supporting 5th Street Bridge and its plaza expansion
are engineered to carry the load of vehicular traffic and the
weight of the soil and vegetation used in the planter walls along
the bridge. The beams have to support the force of the added
complex loads, so 74-inch deep bulb tees were modified to
support the added weight. To limit weight, a light-weight soil
with 90 psf density was used, rather than the standard 100-110
psf. While this was an improvement, there were still concerns
about the weight of the planters not distributing evenly across
the bridge structure. After research was conducted by ARCADIS,
it was determined that the modified bulb tee with prestressed
strands could support the loads from the bridge.
The expansion of the bridge creates a plaza connecting the
Georgia Tech campus with Tech Square across the interstate
(EB4). One of the goals of the expansion is to provide a
pedestrian friendly environment. Dedicated bike lanes and

sidewalks separate the pedestrians from the reduced lane
road(EB4). The area’s proximity to Tech Square gives visitors places
to eat, shop, and hang out in public areas. The width of the bridge
and its green space is frequently used for outdoor events - while
spanning 17 lanes of interstate.
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Section At Midpoint
Section At Midpoint

Panorama
- Paris Rive Gauche
Structural Case Study

Section At EndSection At End

N
Figure 3.2.6

Figure 3.2.7

A variety of vegetation along a capped interstate blocks visual and
auditory stimuli from the interstate to the plaza above(H1). The
build-up of planters is the best way to add large vegetation like
trees on the spanning structure. A general rule for planters is to
provide one-third of the plant’s height as a planting bed depth for
the roots to grow. In areas where the interstate’s depth provides
more than 26-32 feet of vertical clearance, the capping structure
can accommodate for an on-grade planter bed(EB2).

Figure 3.2.10 | Section Spanning Railway.

Figure 3.2.11 | Structural Cores.

As part of the urban development along the River Gauche,
Panorama addresses two critical elements of site based design:
large structures spanning longer than traditional distances and
integrating construction phases through a process which did
not interrupt the rail lines underneath the structure. The result is
a bridge building resting on each side of the tracks spanning 58
meters (190 feet) and supporting 16,000 tons over the tracks.
Figure 3.2.12

Figure 3.2.8 | Before-During-After Construction at 5th Street.
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190‘

Figure 3.2.13
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3.3 Program

4
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11
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7

Street Context

Form: Double Loaded Corridor

Form: Single Loaded L-Shape

Response to Public Edge

Housing Unit Variability

To Midtown

I-75/85 NB

Public Plaza

3

5th Street

2

Public Plaza

1

Small urban blocks increase
public frontage and
accessibility. This method
translates to a private or semi
private area as well, as small
blocks increase the building
envelope and ability of
openings to allow light and air
into the space.

I-75/85 SB

Private Interior

Private Interior

Courtyard

Courtyard
Public Front

Division of
Public Spaces
for Mixed-use

Variability creates a dynamic sense of
place and a more diverse form breaks
up space for way-finding.

To GA Tech

Figure 3.3.1

Bio-based Programming

Figure 3.3.2

According to Leon Krier, cities should be constructed where
zoning does not separate daily functions by type, but rather
integrates all necessary functions like residence, work, and
leisure withing a walking distance.
By creating a site strategy to reinforce connectivity and a
relationship with natural elements of the bio-based design
performance rubric are realized. A vertical zoning strategy
reinforces a variable program in the block which serves the
community with multiple resources in one area while balancing
public space and gardens.
Cities within a city: by applying a bio-based lens to a housing
project with a mix-use of program, we see what can be done at
the larger scale
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Figure 3.3.3 | Diagrams of a City’s Composition.
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Figure 3.3.4 | Block Division.

Strategic Connectivity

East-West Orientation for light and air.

Figure 3.3.5

Form, Order, Circulation, and Enclosure
The project’s program will make use of biomorphic forms and
patterns(H3) to educate(EB1) occupants on their role within their
environment while providing access to nature(H1) within an urban
context where a 17 lane interstate is less than 30’ below. The
building’s form is a direct response to the given conditions on the
site(EB2) to meet the street and conserve energy and water(R1, R2,
S3).
Based on applications shown in the case studies, systems within
a bio-based framework can be applied to multiple areas of the
project’s program to create a more equitable, beautiful space to
enhance connection to nature and stimulate well-being.

Krier’s strategy for block planning meets the accessibility(EB4)
component for bio-based design performance when applied to
the site, and the division of the block is also exemplified in the
Floor Plan Manual for housing for siting relationships with respect
to a public-private boundary and how the building meets street.
A low building height addresses design to the human scale and
a terraced form allows light into the interior courtyard(EB2,H2).
Krier states that buildings belong to a large family from which
they derive and give meaning. The strategic planning of program
for a housing community along the Midtown Cap Proposal
gives meaning to the future of the Cap project. Designing a
project with a bio-based framework along the Cap establishes
a prototype for continued application along the site where
connectivity is enhanced through program and activation of the
new urban area.

Does not allow light and air into entire
building.

Form Development Process

Allows light and air, and views for
connectivity into the entire building
and multiple entry points.

Pubic space connects the project to the
surrounding community. A large porch
creates a shaded outdoor gathering area.

Final Form with Program

Form is generated through site context and how the factors
given by the site are impacted or enhanced through a bio-based
framework.
An East-West orientation with a single loaded corridor creates
space for light and air to reach every dwelling as well as the
interior courtyard(EB2, S2, H2).
The plaza currently on the site is a foundation for connectivity
and is enhanced through the presence of mixed use spaces
on the public side of the block which provides local amenities
for food, work, or services necessary to a community like small
medical practices to best serve those living in the community
itself while also connecting neighbors from nearby Georgia Tech
Campus and Midtown to desirable functions along the public
plaza(EB1, EB2, EB3, EB4, H1).
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Defining Community:

Evolution of Communities

Hunter - Gatherer

Agrarian Revolution

Industrial Revolution Digital Revolution

Small nomadic communities
hunting, gathering, and
foraging for resources together.

Hunter - Gatherer communities
settle into one place and
farm the land, creating larger,
location specific communities.

Shift from rural homes and
communities for cities, creating
new, even larger communities.

Pre-historic

10,000 BC

1760 - 1840

Mid-20th Century

Widespread global connection
and participation in virtual
communities. Relationships
no longer limited by physical
proximity.

Relational Communities:
Ecological Communities:
Interpersonal connection and
Connection between people,
social relationships which are
place, and the natural world.
not location specific (including
online/digital communities).

Membership:
Reinforcement:
Sense of belonging. Boundaries, Integration and fulfillment of
emotional safety, and personal needs. Feeling that needs are
investment are felt within the
met by being a part of the
group.
group.

Throughout history, strong communities have been essential
for the physical safety and survival of a group. As we no longer
relied on hunting and gathering to survive, we moved toward
cities, but still had to work together to fulfill our needs for
survival and to thrive. For millenia, our communities were based
in natural settings. Humans evolved with a deep connection to
nature through these natural settings, and keeping in touch with
the natural elements must be a factor in creating our spaces
today.
Though we have made the technological advances to live
independently from others, from an evolutionary perspective,
our survival instinct means we feel more secure, happy, and
less stressed when part of a community, making a person more
resilient in their surroundings. Some of these communities can
be digital, as we have access to a highly connected system
of communication 24 hours a day, but this advancement does
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Connectivity to ourselves and nature fulfills our need for a sense
of belonging(EB4, H1, H3). To achieve a sense of belonging within
architecture, a space must foster connectivity between occupants
with each other and their surrounding environment.

Pattern Light: A Hallway with
Varied forms and Openings

Shared Emotional Connections:
Connected emotional
experiences through history,
place and time.

“People need people. People
need to be together and
connected. You can take this
to other species in the wild.
There are few species that
stay on their own - they come
together.”
David Oakley, Founder of David Oakley Designs

The wide
angles meeting
outside the
entry threshold
allows
undesirable
view, weather,
and possible
intrusion into
the threshold.

Entry: Protected Enclosure
The narrow
angles meeting
within the entry
protect while
transitioning
from one area
to another.

Hildebrand: Internal Refuge

Program through Biophilia
not fill the void for a local community, of neighborliness. The
Young Foundation Report on neighborliness concluded that
neighborliness + empowerment = wellbeing, suggesting that
when we feel comfortable within a geographical community we
benefit our wellbeing, have support, and feel a sense of belonging.

Entry: Neutral Enclosure

Entry: Exposed

Elements of Community:

Program through Bio-Based
Design to Enhance Connectivity

Collision and Way-finding

Protection from
the elements or
unknown others
in the area.

Geographical Communities:
Physical connection specific to
location.
City-Town-Community-Building.

Influence:
Having a voice. Feeling like
one’s needs, wants, and
opinions matter to the group.

Prospect/Refuge Entry

Hildebrand: Internal Prospect

Nature of the Space + Natural Analogues:
Jay Appleton’s Prospect-Refuge Theory (EB2)
Prospect-refuge theory relates to one’s ability to see without
being seen within a space.
Hazards: real or imagined dangers in one’s environment.
Scale: the proportions of a space as they relate to the prospect,
refuge, and hazards of a given area.
Prospect-refuge theory is “a particular environmental pattern,
made up of spatial and formal relations the induce feelings of
safety and well-being(H3).”

Enclosure Refuge

Elements in design defining prospect-refuge theory while
enhancing human connection to nature:
A view/outlook. For the conditions of prospect + refuge to exist,
there must be conditions for an inhabitant to see without being
seen.
An implied sense of safety. As a dwelling acts as a resting place and
area of comfort and vulnerability, a balance of spatial proportions
and view serve to provide psychological and physical comfort to
the inhabitant.
Visual and/or experiential richness at some scale(EB3, H1, H2).

Collision
Space

Collision
Space

A hallway with
varied patterns
creates a sense of
place rather than
a monotonous
path.

Pattern Light: A Hallway with
Eastern Sun
Varied geometries
and openings
create patterns
of intense light
creating moments
for admiration or
reflection.

Pattern Light: A Hallway with
Western Sun
Spaces for
collision and
triangulation
are a key part
of building
community
through
space.

“Biophilic design promotes
positive interactions between
people and nature that
encourage an expanded
sense of relationship and
responsibility for the human
and natural communities.”
Stephen Kellert
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Community Garden

Vegetation
Energy Production

Interactive Planters

Daylighting/Shading

Public Plaza

Landscaping

Program for Social Connectivity

Community Services
Atlanta’s climate makes longer gardening seasons possible
compared to the winters of Pennsylvania. More rooftop
gardening for year-round food production is possible, so the
inclusion of green roofs which act as a small farm for food
production within to community is possible(EB1, EB2, EB3,
S1, S3, H1). Part of the roof will be interior gardening areas for
those crops which cannot survive the brief winter in Georgia.
The other part of the roof will hold planter beds for outdoor
food production and open-air community areas for socializing,
studying, or hosting planned events. Residents living in the
community are responsible for maintaining the gardens and
may plant produce which they will use to cook their own meals
as individuals or as groups(EB1). The full utilization of the roof
optimizes the site and building foot print by reclaiming the
ground lost from the site as usable green space on top of the
building(EB2).
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Environmental Unity
In Atlanta’s urban environment, the use of bicycles as a primary
means of transportation is more than feasible. In a city heavily
dependent on cars, allocating an area specifically for bike
maintenance, service, and storage increases the ability of residents
to ride to class, work, or around the community instead of
driving(EB4). Because of this, parking is not a part of the building’s
program. Shared spaces create less waste, as each individual does
not have to own their own tool, appliance, or other supply which
they will only use part time. Instead, the building’s program for
community space will promote a collaborative environment where
resources are shared on an as needed basis(S3).
Designing shared spaces and areas for interaction along the public
plaza creates connectivity and interaction among occupants.
Applying a bio-based framework to this program enhances human
connection to nature, social connectivity, and stimulates wellbeing.

To enhance one’s connection to nature and promote a sense of
well-being, the relationship between interior and exterior space
must be one that uses both visual and non-visual sensory stimuli
to inform the occupant of the environmental elements acting
within the space and their relationship to the occupant.
Can the occupant of a space hear or see water flowing through
a constructed wetland or can they hear water dripping from a
metal gutter and forming puddles on the sidewalk(R1, H1, H4)?
Can the occupant feel a gentle breeze of air caused by the
orientation of the building and location of operable windows
for air to pass through or does the occupant experience a wind
tunnel walking through a hallway, freezing as they move through
the space(S2, H4)?

Is the occupant surrounded by a bright, well lit space, or does
the occupant experience concentrated beams of light disrupting
their focus or spaces too dark to perform daily tasks like reading,
cooking, or brushing their teeth(EB3, H2)?
The question must be asked: Will the design characteristics of this
building create any adverse environments, seen or unseen, for
the occupant? These characteristics must be addressed. Drainage
and landscaping for water(R1), building orientation and program
composition for air(EB2, S2), solar orientation for lighting(H2), etc.
As each of these characteristics pertain to a building’s relationship
to its local environment, there are low-tech solutions that can be
implemented to unify the interior and exterior environments to the
benefit of the occupant and the natural habitat.

Commons(R1). Windows and sun shading will address the angle
of the sun for different seasons, allowing more direct light into
the space in the winter to heat the building, and less direct sun
into the space in the summer to keep the building cooler with
less use of mechanical systems(EB2, S3, H2). Vegetation will
be used to control the collection of water around the site and
deciduous trees will be placed to allow bright light into interior
and exterior spaces withing the colony during the winter and
will shade these areas during the summer(R1, R3, EB3, S1, S3, H1,
H2, H3, H4).

On the site, water can cycle through the building to toilets or the
roof top gardens, or can be sent into the water system for the Eco
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3.4 Systems

The site can cycle rainwater for on site vegetation and flushing
toilets within the housing units(S3). Excess water will travel
down the site to the nearby Eco Commons. Gardens will capture
some of the runoff from the roof while the rest will be collected
in an underground cistern where it will be used to flush the
toilets within the community or released into the soil.

By orienting the roof of each portion of the building, solar
panels are installed on the building’s surface, generating energy
for use on site and limiting environmental impact(R2, EB2, S1,
S3). The angle of the roof also opens up higher ceilings facing
north, allowing areas for indirect northern light to illuminate the
space(H2).

The landscaping of the site will use pervious paths and
surfaces to allow water to percolate into the ground, where
local vegetation will filter the water to be cycled back into the
building(R1, R3, S3).

Passive ventilation strategies are applied through the dwelling
spaces. With the application of a single loaded corridor, rooms
can open up to let natural air in from each end, limiting the
need for mechanical systems in warmer weather by opening up
windows and doors instead(S2, S3, H4).

Materials

Interior-Exterior Relationship

As Georgia Tech has established its commitment to
sustainability, they have begun recycling trees around campus,
using the lumber from trees which are removed within
construction projects. These trees are sent to local vendors to
be made into lumber, or if the tree is too small, it is chipped and
made into mulch for landscaping services(R3, S1, S3).

The natural environment can work in favor of the built
environment without causing negative effects to the surrounding
context.

lar

Energy

Through this process, materials come from local sources rather
than non-native wood shipped from across the world. A housing
community on the 5th street bridge designed through a biobased lens will apply this process for locally sourced wood for
construction and/or finishes(S3).
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Solar orientation informs the geometry of a building in both
plan and section. Careful planning of the building’s form creates
moments where form and function are the same, such as
calculating the angle of the roof to meet solar panel installation
requirements(EB2).

uc

tio

Vegetation and landscaping provide visual beauty between
spaces and act as a water treatment system for use on site(R1,
EB3, H4).
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CHAPTER 04 Design Application

Fall/Spring Equinox

Summer Solstice

Winter Solstice

Southwest

Full Sun

Northeast

Partial Shade

Tomatoes, cucumber, eggplant,
peppers, squash, beans, corn,
peas, melons, okra

Full Shade

Beets, broccoli, cabbage, carrots,
celery, garlic, potatoes, radishes,
green onions

Arugula, brussel, sprouts, kale,
lettuce, spinach, leafy greens

Meeting the Street
The public side of the street meets the building and its more
public functions on grade with the current conditions of the
5th Street bridge. The existing planters will be altered and
brought forward to give a 25’ space between the planters and
the building’s south facade. The planters will create an auditory
barrier from street traffic for the community(EB2, EB3, EB4).
As an occupant enters the private space of the interior
courtyard, the ground plane within the residential courtyard
will sit at the minimum 3’ depth for smaller vegetation, so the
vegetation is level with the occupant as they experience the
space rather than vegetation continually built up in planters(EB2,
EB3, EB4, H1, H3). There will be deeper planters for larger
vegetation, designed to double as seating for occupants as
the embedded depth from the ground plane will allow these
planters to sit lower related to the occupant compared to the
same planters on the south side of the building.
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Planter depth meeting the street in public and private conditions.

Solar Studies

The southern side of the community where the building meets the
street contains public, multi-function spaces where the surrounding
community can engage with the building and use community
amenities like retail space, food service, educational spaces, and
flexible spaces(EB4). This allows the occupants of the residential
community to connect and interact with those living and visiting
the surrounding area(H3).

By studying the form of the building in relation to the site and its
latitude, areas with more or less direct sunlight throughout the
year are revealed.

Above the ground level are more private spaces. These areas are
meant for groups of residents and invited guests to interact with
services like large study areas and lounges while maintaining visual
and non-visual connections to nature, as the depth of the floor
plate will not exceed 35’ while operable windows allow for passive
ventilation(EB1, EB2, EB3, S2, S3, H1, H2). Each side of the floor
plate has windows viewing the interior courtyard to the North and
public plaza to the South.

Vegetation is placed based on the shade requirements of the
species. When placed vertically with floors obscuring the direct
light from above, low-light vegetation will better suit that floor.

Much of the courtyard is directly lit during the summer, but there
are areas which remain shaded during the fall and winter where
more open space for people to use while in the shade are place.

The design of the building with respect to the sun is important
to reduce the need for mechanical systems to heat and cool the
building and providing the ability for on-site gardening for the
community to grow their own food(R2, EB2, S1, S2, S3, H2, H3).
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Biophilic Application: Bio-Based Metrics for Performance and Connectivity
Looking in section along the North-South axis,
may more of the performance systems can be
observed.
Water collection, storage, and use are
designed with the form of the building, which
also accounts for solar orientation for energy
production.
The protected bike lane and plaza serve
to connect the building to the surrounding
community by being a place for gathering
and education through displays, kiosks, and
interactive sculptures.

R2
Energy
S3

Responsible
Consumption + Production
Photovoltaic panels
cover the South
portion of the site,
generating energy
to be used by the
building.

EB1

Education
Lars Spuybroek’s
D-tower interactive
sculpture applied to
reflect occupants use
of water and energy
through light and
color.

EB4
Accessibility
H3

Biomorphic
Forms + Patterns
The 5th Street bridge
sits a few blocks
away from a MARTA
station and connects
the GA Tech campus
to Midtown. Planter
barriers between
vehicular and
pedestrian traffic form
refuge from potential
danger.

EB3
Beauty + Biophilia
EB4
Accessibility
H1

R1
EB2

Water
Form + Order
Roof orientation for
latitude: Channels
water to landscaping
and vegetable
planters.
Optimizes use of solar
panels as part of the
building’s form.

Access to Nature
Planters act as a way
to define space, shade
the public plaza, and
provide ergonomic
seating. Division of the
plaza creates open
areas for versatile use.

H2

Dynamic/ Diffuse Light
The northern edge
of the building’s
form creates shaded
areas within the
courtyard rather than
a continuously bright,
exposed space.

23’
S2

Thermal Airflow + Variability
Exhaust from traffic
channeled through
open truss of solar
array.
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S3

Responsible
Consumption + Production
Minimum 17’ clearance
from interstate below.

EB1

Education
Light displays along
the interstate lanes
beneath the cap
indicate water use and
energy production.
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Biophilic Application: Bio-Based Metrics for Experience
Looking in section along the East-West axis, how the building
sits over the multi-lane interstate with support at the midpoint
can be seen, giving scale to the project and its context to the
Midtown cap proposal.
Low impact systems are implemented in the residential
courtyard while providing a semi-private space for residents and
guests to interact away from the public edge.

H4

Healthy Interior Environment +
Performance
Red list materials are not used.
Natural materials connecting the
occupant to nature are used at all
scales of the building.

S3

Responsible
Consumption + Production
Pervious pavers for
water the percolate
into the soil rather than
drain into sewers.
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EB3
Beauty + Biophilia
EB4
Accessibility
H1

R3

Materials
The structure is a wood
construction, applying the
use of natural materials as well
as limiting the weight of the
structure built on the interstate
spanning cap.

Access to Nature
The interior courtyard features a
sloping landscape which holds
water collected on the building,
provides a direct connection to
nature in the community, and
slopes at an angle of 1:20 for
physical accessibility.

EB2

Form + Order
The interstate barrier supports
the cap at the mid point,
allowing the building’s heaviest
element, the core to be placed
central to the block.

H3

Biomorphic
Forms + Patterns
Seating areas in the courtyard
create moments where people
can connect and spend time in
the sun or shade during the year.
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Biophilic Application: Bio-Based Metrics in the Courtyard

Biophilic Application: Bio-Based Metrics in the on the Public Edge

Separated from the fully public plaza, the semi-private residential
courtyard is a landscape serving to connect occupants with nature
and provide opportunities for connectivity between neighbors.

Where the building meets the street is a critical point to enhance
connectivity and stimulate well-being. Components from the biobased metrics developed from research in this thesis are present
from every category on the rubric for high performance.

Patios and pavilions hold vegetable beds for education and
provision for the community so residents can grow some of their
own foods and interact with others while learning about their micro
ecosystem.

The public edge creates space where people are separated from
vehicular traffic, but not sealed away indoors, rather, a protected
plaza gives opportunity for connection with nature and others with
low impact to the environment.

The landscape in the courtyard creates a dynamic center for play
and defines the scale of the courtyard space.
Residential units circle the courtyard, with views into the courtyard
as well as out from their units to the community beyond.

EB2

Form + Order
Form channels water
and holds solar panels
for on-site energy
production.

H3

Biomorphic
Forms + Patterns
Surfaces with darker
colors as one moves
into a protected space
creates a sense of
enclosure, scale, and
safety.

S3

Responsible
Consumption + Production
Use of native vegetation.

EB3
Beauty + Biophilia
H1

Access to Nature
A dynamic landscape
creates a space for
connectivity and
interaction with
nature through play
and experience in the
space.
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R1

Water
Water is channeled
from the sloped roof
form to the vegetable
planters on the second
floor for on-site use

S3

Responsible
Consumption + Production
Planters use natural
materials and reuse
water from the site
to grow food for
the occupants in a
community garden.

S1

Climate Action
Plants that help feed
pollinator species are
used around the site.

EB4
Accessibility

The dynamic form of
the courtyard is an
interactive landscape
with respect to
those with physical
disabilities with ADA
compliant slopes.

H3

Biomorphic
Forms + Patterns
Surfaces with darker
colors as one moves
into a protected space
creates a sense of
enclosure, scale, and
safety.

EB2

Form + Order
Openings and lines
of sight between
floors creates spaces
for interaction and
connection vertically.

S3

Responsible
Consumption + Production
Pervious pavers for
water the percolate
into the soil rather than
drain into sewers.

H2

Dynamic + Diffuse Light
Voids in the canopy
allow light to reach
vegetable planters
within the interstitial
space and create a
dynamic form.

R3
Materials
S3

Responsible
Consumption + Production
Wood elements of
the building, like the
structure and finishes,
are sourced through
the Lifecycle Building
Center to reduce
construction waste.

H1
Access to Nature
EB3

Beauty + Biophilia
Planters with
vegetation create a
boundary between
the plaza and vehicular
circulation.

EB4

Accessibility
Organization of
circulation elements,
like the distinction of
paver heights, assist
way finding for those
with visual impairment.

R1

Water
Water seeps through
the ground and is
stored in containers
between structural
elements for reuse in
the vegetable beds.
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CHAPTER 05 Conclusion

10th Street

Vehicle Exhaust

Ventilation

A housing community designed with a bio-based framework
to enhance connectivity and stimulate well-being is optimally
applied along the Midtown Cap Proposal at 5th street, but the
framework has the potential to be applied on multiple sites
along the proposal with modifications in respect to given
conditions of the site at the specific application.
Not every application may have the vertical clearance for water
storage and dynamic landscaping, but can still cycle its water
for treatment at the Eco Commons rather than using sewer
treatment.

80% porous
Every site can produce its own energy by developing a form
conducive to the use of solar panels.
This project acts as a prototype of the opportunities given from a
bio-based design strategy applied above an interstate to focused
on connectivity while enhancing human connection to nature and
stimulating well-being.

25% porous

5th Street
5th Street

t

Biophilic Application: Prototype for
Structures Capping the Atlanta Interstate

s Stree

ulation

William

Techwood Drive

Auto C
irc
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Smaller building
forms, town homes,
single family to
accommodate the
smallest building
area before costly
build-up.

Connecting to Midtown and Georgia Tech

Continued Application Along the
Midtown Connector Cap Proposal

This Thesis illustrates the ability for a community designed to
cover an interstate to become a space that connects the areas
adjacent to it, once divided by multiple lanes of high-speed
traffic. As the interstate is covered, this creates a new area
where bio-based design is applied to the design of space to
remediate the impact of the interstate below. By applying the
rubric for design focusing on bio-based performance, occupants
of the site will have such a strong connection to nature that they
forget they are standing over a massive interstate.

Multiple applications of this Thesis are possible along the
Midtown Cap Proposal with adjustments related to each
particular site. Some areas along the proposal are not feasible
sites to cap, but serve as areas where exhaust from the
interstate can escape the cap naturally.

Site of this Thesis
application. Most
room for building
without excavation.
A large multi-family
mixed-use housing
community between
Midtown and
Georgia Tech.

At 10th Street, there is less available building area with enough
vertical clearance, so smaller forms such as town homes
designed with a bio-based framework to enhance connection to
nature can be designed for the limited space without causing an
environmental impact by digging out the interstate.
At North Avenue, the site has the potential for a larger
community similar to 5th Street, but there is also more potential
for open urban space to the north of the building as the
supporting structure would not have to be as thick since there is
not a building to support.

North Avenue

Most potential for
open urban green/
public space with
a small multi-family
community on-site.
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APPENDIX References

7 Biophilic Features to Enhance
a Sense of Community
Based on the Community Design Guide to use biophilic design
to enhance community, author Oliver Heath defines 7 features
where biophilic design can be implemented to specifically
shape a sense of community and the overall experience of
space.
Each Feature has specific applications for both the public/
private and indoor/outdoor scale. These features are
implemented at every scale of the space to create a community
where occupants have a connection to their natural environment
and others inhabiting the space.
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Notes from Interview with
Matt Finn

Rubric to Define Bio-based
Performance Criteria

Matt Finn is a SPSU Alumnus and founder of Cognitive Design, a firm
which focuses on architecture and health.
September 30, 2020
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Notes from Interview with
Howard Wertheimer

Native Vegetation Data Collection for
Planter Bed Depth and Structural Load

Howard Wertheimer, FAIA is the current Executive Vice President
and Chief Operating Officer of the Piedmont Park Conservancy.
He is an Institute Architect at Georgia Tech who oversaw the
development of the campus master plan, landscape master plan,
and historic preservation plan for the campus while pursuing
sustainable initiatives for the campus. Ed Akins II and the author
met via Zoom with Howard to provide insight on the campus
master plan and the development of the Eco Commons as a
performance landscape. January 27, 2021

The physical characteristics of different native vegetation was
studied to find selections which could thrive on a platform with
limited room for root growth and structural capacity.
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